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Self-Organizing Nets for Optimization
Michele Milano, Petros Koumoutsakos, and Jürgen Schmidhuber

Abstract—Given some optimization problem and a series of typ-
ically expensive trials of solution candidates sampled from a search
space, how can we efficiently select the next candidate? We ad-
dress this fundamental problem by embedding simple optimization
strategies in learning algorithms inspired by Kohonen’s self-orga-
nizing maps and neural gas networks. Our adaptive nets or grids
are used to identify and exploit search space regions that maxi-
mize the probability of generating points closer to the optima. Net
nodes are attracted by candidates that lead to improved evalua-
tions, thus, quickly biasing the active data selection process toward
promising regions, without loss of ability to escape from local op-
tima. On standard benchmark functions, our techniques perform
more reliably than the widely used covariance matrix adaptation
evolution strategy. The proposed algorithm is also applied to the
problem of drag reduction in a flow past an actively controlled cir-
cular cylinder, leading to unprecedented drag reduction.

Index Terms—Neural networks, self-organization, stochastic
optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION

ACENTRAL problem of optimization is to select promising
solution candidates without wasting too much time on

others. This problem of efficient active data selection is an
essential motivation of a wide variety of optimization tech-
niques including genetic algorithms, evolution strategies,
reinforcement learning algorithms, tabu search, etc.

To illustrate the problem we focus on stochastic optimization
techniques such as evolution strategies (ES) [3], which are stan-
dard tools used for the optimization of multivariate, possibly
noncontinuous functions.

Given an -dimensional search space, ES uses a population
of points ( -dimensional “parents”) to generate offspring at
random from Gaussian distributions with the parents as mean,
and a standard deviation (step size) that is continually adapted
based on information about past successes. This so-called
mutation process provides ES with the ability to escape from
local minima.

To improve efficiency in terms of convergence speed, how-
ever, adaptation of the step size during the optimization process
is of crucial importance [3], [4]. The set of all mutation steps
yielding improvements is called the evolution path of the ES [5].
Clearly, it makes sense to exploit the information embedded in
the evolution path to accelerate convergence.
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A widely used technique called covariance matrix adaptation
evolution strategy (CMA-ES) embeds the information about the
evolution path in a covariance matrix describing correlations be-
tween previous successful mutation steps. Subsequent mutation
steps are forced to be uncorrelated with previous ones, thus op-
timizing step size.

One drawback of this approach is that information is acquired
by means of a local process which does not improve the global
performance properties of the ES [5]. Here we use various adap-
tive grids or self-organizing maps (SOMs) [1], [2] to trace the
evolution path. We define SOM-based mutation operators to
generate new offspring; the SOM is continuously trained on suc-
cessful offspring only, thus reflecting the evolution path in a way
that allows for selection of further successful candidates with
high probability. We will see that this results in a global rather
than local search method, thus overcoming problems of local
optimizers such as CMA-ES.

Section II will describe the new optimization method in de-
tail focusing on the modification of a Kohonen SOM (KSOM);
Section III will overcome certain drawbacks of the KSOM op-
timizer by introducing a modification of the neural gas (NG)
learning algorithm (NGSOM); Section IV will briefly review
CMA-ES and present comparative results on benchmark func-
tions; Section V will apply KSOM and the NGSOM optimizers
to a flow control application; Section VI will conclude with an
outlook.

II. THE KSOM-ES ALGORITHM

We start by introducing relevant definitions.

1) is the scalar valued objective function to be opti-
mized.

2) denotes a parameter vector in which is eval-
uated.

3) is a time-varying, variable parameter denoting the
corresponding to the best currently known .

4) ; is a threshold value for used
to decide if satisfactory convergence has been attained.

5) , are the SOM codebook
vectors or nodes of the adaptive grid.

The KSOM has -dimensional connectivity. Its nodes or
codebook vectors partition the search space into simplexes;
nodes on the search space boundary are fixed. In Fig. 1 a
subdivision for , is shown.

We are now ready to define a mutation operator as follows:

1) select a simplex at random in the KSOM;
2) generate a random point uniformly distributed within

the simplex.
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Fig. 1. Subdivision of a 2-D KSOM into simplexes. Circles denote codebook
vectors; numbered triangles denote simplexes.

Given an optimization problem, the KSOM-ES algorithm can
be outlined as follows.

1) Initialization:

a) Distribute the codebook vectors
such that they are roughly equally
spaced in the search volume.

b) Use to generate a first point
, and set .

2) Use to generate a new and compute
.

3) If then

a) ;
b) Perform a Kohonen node adaptation

step [1] on the KSOM with as
input, but restrict nodes on the
boundary to move on the boundary
only (in the experiments we actu-
ally fix the boundary nodes).

4) If then go to 2.

The Kohonen training step is defined in the standard way

(1)

where is the index of the codebook vector nearest to (the
“winning” vector); is the neighborhood function; is
the learning rate.

For the SOM adaptation we use an -dimensional lattice
connection topology; in example in Fig. 1, the horizontal and
vertical lines represent the connection topology between two-
dimensional (2-D) SOM neurons. Also, for each neuron of
the network, we define the set of its nearest neighbors
as the set of directly connected neurons. The corresponding
neighborhood function is

otherwise.
(2)

The learning parameters are kept constant during learning,
unlike the traditional KSOM in which the learning step and
the neighborhood size are gradually decreased as the learning
proceeds. This is not done here, because the KSOM is used to
track the probability distribution of trial points capable to im-
prove the value ; this distribution is inferred from the set

, which varies with , thus it is not sta-
tionary with the number of iterations performed. For this reason
any varying schedule for the KSOM parameters should depend
on the current and on the objective function land-
scape, so we decided to leave the learning parameters fixed in
this preliminary study. Adaptation of the learning parameters
during the course of the optimization is the subject of ongoing
research.

Without Step 3b), the KSOM-ES algorithm degenerates into
pure random search (approximated by the initial optimization
stages). Since the KSOM is trained only on offspring yielding
an improvement of , however, allocation of successive off-
spring through subsequent mutations tends to focus on points
in the vicinity of the most successful points encountered so
far. This feedback mechanism usually yields a natural evolu-
tion path without many unnecessary deviations, as will be illus-
trated on the standard test functions in Section III. But since the
KSOM-defined simplexes always cover the entire search space,
there always will be a nonvanishing probability of selecting
points other than those near successful previous points—this
prevents the method from getting stuck in local optima, and
makes it a global method.

Unlike in the traditional KSOM applications we are not so
much interested in the nodes but in the space between them. The
KSOM adapted by our optimization algorithm can be viewed
as approximating the probability distribution of successful
trial points. This approximation is piecewise constant inside
the KSOM simplexes, because new trial points are uniformly
distributed within each simplex.

We also point out that the proposed method is not population-
based: the SOM network is used to generate trial points, but no
function values are computed for the SOM nodes: instead, using
the SOM nodes one trial point per iteration is generated, and
the function is computed for the generated trial points only. The
SOM is used only to track the probability distribution of trial
points improving the current best known function value.

III. THE NEURAL-GAS OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM (NG-ES)

A major drawback of KSOM-ES is its bad scaling: the
number of nodes in the adaptive KSOM grid increases expo-
nentially with the number of function parameters . To see this,
consider the minimum number of nodes needed by KSOM to
cover an -dimensional space; neglecting the boundary nodes,
for each dimension at least two nodes are needed to set up the
initial grid: this yields a minimum of nodes needed by the
KSOM.

This problem is due to the SOMs -dimensional connectivity.
To overcome the difficulty, we now derive an alternative opti-
mization algorithm based on neural gas (NG) networks [2]. In
analogy to the KSOM case we modify standard NG by intro-
ducing a mechanism for generating trial points. Premature con-
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vergence is avoided through introduction of an additional adap-
tation term.

To generate trial points we define the following mutation op-
erator , acting on a -dimensional NG network with
nodes:

1) select a NG node at random;
2) draw a random point from an -dimensional spherical

Gaussian distribution, of mean and standard deviation
, , where

is the Euclidean distance.
Here we use the notation introduced for the KSOM. The stan-

dard deviation is chosen so as to guarantee that the Gaussian
kernels always overlap. The NG optimization algorithm pro-
ceeds as follows:

1) Initialization:

a) Distribute the NG nodes uni-
formly randomly in the search
volume.

b) Use to generate a first point
, and set .

2) Use to generate a new and com-
pute

3) If then

a) ; .
b) Rank the NG nodes based on ,

sorting them in increasing order
of distance from ; store the
indexes of the sorted nodes in a
vector .

c) Update the NG:
, .

4) If then go to 2.

Here, is a vector containing the closeness ranking of the
NG nodes with respect to the winner node [2], is the adapta-
tion step and is the NG neighborhood function, defined
as

(3)

where is a parameter determining the size of the adaptation
neighborhood, and is the th element of . The number of
nodes is no longer dependent on the dimensionality of the
search space, since the NG network does not require the defini-
tion of an explicit connection topology. This fact overcomes the
“curse of dimensionality” problem encountered in the definition
of the KSOM ES.

Unlike the KSOM optimizer, however, the NG optimizer de-
fined as above might converge prematurely and become a local
search method. To see this, consider Step 3c): the NG nodes
could be attracted toward a region containing many successful
points, thereby reducing the average kernel width . Depending
on the initial distribution of the nodes on the function landscape,

this process could get trapped in a very small region, with con-
tinuing to grow smaller and smaller. To avoid this problem we
introduce a “repulsive” term acting on the NG nodes

(4)

where is a parameter determining the strength of the interac-
tion. With 4 the updating equation for the NG in Step 3b) be-
comes

(5)

Setting to zero recovers the original update rule; when the
adaptation process clusters the nodes, the increase with the
inverse of the internode distances, thus counteracting excessive
clustering. This, however, introduces new parameters, i.e., the
form of the repulsion term and the parameter .

IV. RESULTS ON TEST FUNCTIONS AND COMPARISON

WITH CMA-ES

Here we compare the performance of our SOM-based opti-
mization algorithms on standard test functions with the covari-
ance matrix adaptation evolution strategy (CMA-ES) [5]. The
CMA-ES is a widely used optimization algorithm that approx-
imates an evolution path by exploiting information conveyed
by sequences of successful mutations. Its fundamental mutation
operator for generating new offspring is

(6)

where is a global step size; is a random vector
drawn from a normal distribution; the columns of the matrix

are the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of the distribu-
tion of mutation points. The matrix may be viewed as a rota-
tion matrix that allows for optimizing the direction in which to
generate a new point; all information needed for the calculation
of is gathered from points generated during the optimization
process itself. The step size is also adaptive; together with 6,
the equations describing the full CMA adaptation process are

(7)

(8)

(9)

where is the current covariance matrix, whose eigenvectors
are stored in ; is a vector cumulating the step size variations
(initialized by in the first step); ; determines
the accumulation time for , determines the cumulation
time for the estimated covariance matrix, and ;
the parameter damps the step size variation between succes-
sive generations. We refer the reader to [5], [6] for full details
on the CMA algorithm and its parameters. Here, we fixed the
values for the CMA external parameters to the suggested values:

, , and , with being the
number of variables of the objective function.
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Fig. 2. Evolving KSOM superimposed on contour plots of function 1. From left to right: situation after initialization, after 60 iterations, and after 100 iterations.
Only neighborhood connections are shown.

Fig. 3. Evolving KSOM superimposed on contour plots of function 2. From left to right: situation after initialization, after 300 iterations and after 700 iterations.

To begin an experimental analysis of the various optimization
algorithms we consider three 2-D test functions [7].

1) Modified Rosenbrock function

(10)

2) Griewangk’s function

(11)

3) Rastrigin’s function

(12)

The global minimum of test functions 2 and 3 is (0,0); function 1
is classical Rosenbrock with minimum in (1,1) plus a Gaussian
bump in . This modification causes a local minimum
in (1,1) and a global minimum in , which makes func-
tion 1 difficult to optimize, because the local minimum basin is
larger than the global minimum basin. Therefore, an algorithm
exploiting only local information is very likely to be driven into
the local minimum.

In all tests we used two KSOMs, with grids of 5 5 and 7 7
codebook vectors, respectively, and two NGSOMs, with 10 and

20 nodes, respectively. The learning parameter for the KSOM
was always fixed to . For the NG the learning parameter

, with being the number of nodes in the NG,
and the repulsion parameter . The CMA algorithm
used for comparison is a (1,10) strategy.

Data points passed to all the SOM adjusters were normalized
between , thus making the learning parameter choices
robust with respect to changes in the search domain size.

In our paper, the SOM parameters were kept constant during
the optimization process, in contrast to what is usually done by
the more sophisticated standard training algorithms [1], [2]. As
explained before, the reason is that the distribution of optimal
trial points is not stationary during the optimization process, but
depends on the environment embodied by the shape of the func-
tion being optimized. Improper annealing of the SOM parame-
ters would jeopardize the network’s ability to track this nonsta-
tionary distribution.

Figs. 2–4 trace the evolution of the grid used by 7 7
KSOM-ES on the three test functions considered. We observe
that the KSOM codebook vectors quickly focus the search on
areas that contain the most promising points.

Figs. 5 and 6 show the evolution of the NGSOM optimizer
on the test function 1, by plotting the probability density of trial
points superimposed to the contours of the test function (Fig. 5),
and a mesh plot of the probability density in the search volume
(Fig. 6). The NG-ES efficiently selects promising regions during
the optimization even though the nodes do not form too compact
clusters, due to the repulsion term.

To perform a fair comparison with CMA-ES we used the
same convergence criterion for all the methods. The thresholds
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Fig. 4. Evolving KSOM superimposed on contour plots of function 3. From left to right: situation after initialization, after 100 iterations and after 200 iterations.

Fig. 5. Evolving NGSOM superimposed on contour plots of function 1. From left to right: situation after initialization, after 50 iterations and after 100 iterations.

Fig. 6. Evolving NGSOM probability density function, when optimizing function 1. From left to right: situation after initialization, after 50 iterations and after
100 iterations.

for satisfactory convergence were fixed to 40 for function 1, and
to for functions 2 and 3. There was a maximum of 5000
function evaluations per run.

To obtain statistically significant results we performed a total
of 10 000 optimization runs per test function and method, each
run with a different initial point for CMA-ES (unnecessary for
the SOM-ES optimizers).

The results in Table I compare the average number of func-
tion evaluations to convergence of the algorithms tested, and the
average percent converged runs over 100 optimizations, also re-
porting standard deviations for both quantities.

In these tests the SOM-ES optimizers slightly outperform
CMA-ES in terms of convergence frequency; when CMA-ES
happens to be successful the average number of function eval-
uations required to achieve convergence is smaller; this is not

surprising as CMA-ES is a local method devised for optimal
exploitation of local information.

The advantages of the SOM-ES optimizers are most evident
in case of the most difficult function 1 whose difficulty stems
from the additional Gaussian bump containing the global min-
imum: the local minimum basin is much larger than the global
minimum basin, and the global minimum is not centered in the
search domain (a centered global optimum with large basin fa-
cilitates the task of many optimization algorithms [8]).

Of course, the somewhat artificial time limit is the only reason
why the SOM optimizers did not always achieve 100% suc-
cess—they are global optimizers; thus they will eventually al-
ways find the global optimum.

The performance of the SOM optimizers are substantially
equivalent; however, due to the practical scaling problems
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TABLE I
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON: KSOM-ES AND NG-ES VERSUS CMA-ES ON THREE TEST FUNCTIONS

detailed before, NG-ES becomes more convenient for higher
dimensions.

Does a global method such as NG-ES lose much when ap-
plied to a unimodal problem where CMA-ES should excel? We
tested this on the 10-D Rosenbrock function

(13)

This test function attains its minimum value of zero in ,
. Since it is unimodal, it is easily optimizable by

local search methods such as CMA-ES.
We performed 1000 optimization runs on this function, using

a (1,10) CMA-ES and a NG-ES with nodes, ,
, and . The average number of function eval-

uations to convergence is 4800 evaluations for CMA-ES, and
7500 evaluations for NG-ES. As expected, CMA-ES does per-
form a bit better than NG-ES, because CMA-ES focuses on local
information to converge as quickly as possible, while NG-ES re-
quires additional overhead for exploration, avoiding excessive
clustering of its neurons. In the case of unimodal functions this
is a waste of time, nonetheless NG-ES performs only slightly
worse than CMA-ES.

This little test demonstrates that the exploration capability
which makes our method global rather than local does not nec-
essarily greatly affect its convergence speed.

V. APPLICATION TO FLUID DYNAMICS

We apply the method to a challenging application, namely the
problem of drag reduction in flow past an actively controlled
circular cylinder at moderate Reynolds numbers.

The flow past a circular cylinder is a well established pro-
totypical configuration of bluff body flows [12]. Here we use
the KSOM-ES algorithm in conjunction with computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) to achieve drag reduction by active flow
control through well-studied rotary oscillations [9], [10] of the
cylinder surface.

Governing equations are the Navier–Stokes equations in the
velocity-pressure formulation [13]

(14)

(15)

Fig. 7. Optimized rotary oscillations: angular velocity as a function of time, for
the hand-tuned solution (dashed line), and for the KSOM-ES optimized solution
(continuous line).

where is the velocity vector, is the pressure and density
of the flow and denotes the kinematic viscosity. The boundary
conditions are defined as

(16)

(17)

where is the surface velocity induced by the actuators, and
is the unit vector in the stream-wise direction. denotes

the free-stream velocity. The Reynolds and Strouhal numbers of
the flow (Re and St, respectively) are defined as

Re St

where is the diameter of the cylinder and the shed-
ding frequency of the flow. We also define a normalized time,
by scaling time as follows:

where is the time taken by a fluid particle in the free stream
to be advected past the cylinder. The definition of such normal-
ized quantities allows a ready generalization of the results to
differently scaled geometries. We conduct 2-D simulations for
Reynolds number Re (Re indicates the degree of flow
turbulence), considering 2-D incompressible viscous flow past
a circular cylinder.
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We focus on the traditional and central problem of reducing
the drag, represented by the drag coefficient calculated from
quantities measured on the cylinder surface as

(18)

where is the pressure and the viscous stress tensor on the
surface of the cylinder and denotes the components
of the unit normal to the cylinder surface [13]. The rotational
oscillations imposed to the cylinder are expressed by the fol-
lowing:

(19)

where is the instantaneous rotational frequency,
are the parameters to be optimized in order to

minimize the drag. These are the first 2 harmonics of a Fourier
series representing the periodic excitation searched.

We optimized the following function:

(20)

where is the time horizon considered, that we fixed at four
times the uncontrolled shedding frequency.

The search space limits were
for the parameters , respectively. We used a 4-D
KSOM with five nodes per dimension, resulting in
nodes. The first and last node of each dimension were kept
fixed at the search space boundaries, like in the 2-D experiments
above.

After 200 iterations the KSOM-ES converged to the solution
reported in Fig. 7.

An hand-tuned solution was obtained by performing purely
sinusoidal rotary oscillations at a frequency of two times the
shedding frequency. In this way each shedding period produces
two counterrotating vortices, which tend to cancel each other
thereby reducing the drag.

For this problem, however, there is no reasonable “starting
guess” for the possible solution in the case of a double harmonic
oscillation. Therefore, it would be impractical to apply the CMA
algorithm, or any other algorithm requiring a reasonable starting
point. In this case an appropriate strategy to find the optimum for
CMA would be to perform several different optimization runs
starting from different initial points, and then pick the best solu-
tion found. This is unnecessary for the SOM optimizer, because
it starts the search process with a uniform random distribution,
automatically focusing on interesting points as the search pro-
ceeds. An alternative approach would be to take a point close
to the optimal point found by SOM-ES as a suitable guess for
the CMA algorithm, but then the comparison of CMA with
SOM-ES would be unfair. For these reasons, the CMA algo-
rithm was not applied to this problem.

Fig. 8 plots the cylinder drag, comparing it to the best pre-
vious solution obtained by hand-tuning one harmonic only. It
can be seen that the solution found by the SOM-ES has a faster
transient time and narrower oscillations.

The difference between the two drag curves in the transient
phase depends on the fact that the initial phase of the shedding

Fig. 8. Dashed line: drag for best hand-tuned input; cont. line: drag for
SOM-ES optimized input.

may actually increase a vortex that was shedding from the un-
controlled body surface just before control is initiated. This is
indeed what is observed in the case of hand-tuned oscillation.
In order to eliminate this effect, either control must be started
at a proper initial time, or an additional phase term can be in-
troduced in the oscillations: the initial phase in (19) may be
interpreted as a degree of freedom used up by taking this initial
phase into account. Furthermore, due to the form chosen for the
fitness function, the area under is minimized: this choice
has the obvious side effect of minimizing the transient time too.

VI. CONCLUSION

We introduced a simple yet new approach to active data se-
lection, based on self-organizing maps trained to reflect relevant
structure of an error or fitness landscape revealed by successful
candidates encountered during an optimization process.

Our optimizers based on Kohonen self-organizing maps
and neural gas networks do not require ad hoc initialization.
Although the methods tend to focus computational resources
on the neighborhood of previously observed successful can-
didates, they never lose the ability to discover global optima.
On standard test functions, they consistently outperform the
widely used CMA-ES in terms of reliability, without necessity
for parameter tuning.

Our adaptive grid-based optimizers also successfully solved
a prototypical problem of flow control, i.e., drag reduction
through rotary oscillations of a cylinder.

In our present implementations, the training parameters do
not change over time. In ongoing work, we are experimenting
with adaptation rules for those parameters, and we intend to
apply SOM-ES optimizers to additional complex optimization
problems.
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